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Crafted for a slower pace, Sandra Weil presents ATELIER, a new line 
of custom-made delicate pieces to make you dream.

Sandra Weil ATELIER is a contemporary and timeless selection of craftsmanship 
and hand-embroidered details through bespoke garments.

It is the perfect opportunity to experiment with couture techniques and create 
something beautiful to bring up the unique light of each woman.

It is our magic way to lift spirits through the power of dressing.

Sandra Weil.



Meet our
bespoke designs

A T E L I E R





Teal Taffeta 

Passiflora Dress

High Neck Gown With Hand Embroidered Flower Apliqué.

This dress is a statement of the distinctive elements in Sandra Weil’s 

vision. The Passiflora flower, better known as passion flower, symbolizes 

exquisiteness and rebirth in Sandra’s imaginary and comes to life through 

delicate hand embroidered appliqués that crowns this high neck gown. 

The silk organza handmade draping frames the trapeze-silhouette of this 

piece made with haute couture techniques.

A sophisticated expression inspired by nature.

Linen Tobacco Cobalt Blue Taffeta 

Also available in:





Tessy Dress

Deep Cleavage Gown With High Slit & Hand Embroidered Flower Apliqué

Yellow Tulle Vanished Mint Tulle Nude Tulle

Also available in:

This floor-length tulle layered dress shows itself as a timeless piece. 

This sophisticated hand-cut piece includes an iridescent chantilly lace 

as lining, creating a special see-through effect. With a deep cleavage 

and a high slit this gown is presented as fresh and easy, containing a 

distinctive touch of femininity. 

The hand embroidered flower apliqué is a distinctive of the glamorous 

crafting created at our atelier.





Carolina Cover Up

See Through Long Cover Up

This tulle cape frames light and embraces fantasy in Sandra Weil’s universe.

The details in the hand embroidered shoulders could be described as wearable art. 

An archetype of beauty behind imagination.

Vanished Mint Tulle

Also available in:

Nude TulleYellow Tulle





Jankeli Vest
20’s Inspired Vest With Hand 
Embroidered Flowers

Jankeli Vest & Skirt
20’s Inspired Vest With Hand Embroidered Flowers

There’s nothing like the construction of a powerful outfit.

Manufactured in silk organza, the vest is a carefully hand-cut and hand-stitching 

sartorial piece with buttons that evoques natural pearls. Then, hand embroidered 

with delicate floral appliqués, this garment results in a cool twist to the 20´s 

inspired garment. The impactful structured skirt matches with the delicate 

embroidery. The result of this approach is a look with a strong attitude.

Also Available in:

Jankeli Skirt
Maxi Gown Skirt

Taupe Black

Also available in:

Rusti Organza Black Organza
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How to order

1. Choose your favorite design.

 2. Select the color of your preference.

3. Choose your fit or book a fitting appointment in our showroom.

4. Send us an email to sales@sandraweil.com to confirm your order.

5. Get your bespoke Sandra Weil piece in 30 days!

https://www.instagram.com/sandraweilstudio/
https://www.sandraweil.com/

